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Loving Vincent
Showing Saturday 16 February 2019 2 PM (95 minutes)
The world’s first painted feature film brings to life the paintings of Vincent van Gogh.  Variously labelled a 
madman, a genius or a layabout, no other artist has attracted more popular interest than Vincent. Thanks 
to 125 artists and 65,000 hand painted frames we now have a dramatized enquiry into his final months of 
life is shown as a continuously moving oil painting acted by various animated portraits from his most well-
known paintings. 

Ali’s Wedding
Showing Saturday 16 March 2019 2 PM (105 minutes)
Ali’s father has promised him in marriage to another family’s daughter at their mosque. It is also assumed 
he will easily pass his exams for medical school. He wants to please his family but what must he do to live 
up to all these impossible expectations? Fake it. Just fake it all; because as the son of a respected cleric he 
thinks he doesn’t have much choice in the matter.  
An irreverent and warm hearted comedy about exams, bad advice and love for the  
wrong girl in a multicultural Australia.
Spoken in English and Arabic with English subtitles

Bombshell: the Hedy Lamarr story 
Showing Saturday 13 April 2019 2 PM (86 minutes)
What does a scandalous actress from the 1930s and 40s have in common with the inventor of encryption 
technology used in Cell phones and Bluetooth today? They are both Hedy Lamarr, a much married movie 
star whose patented invention was first stolen by the US Navy for use in guiding torpedos. 
Hedy Lamarr was once spurned as being too beautiful to be that smart and now she tells her own story 
through the recovery of once lost audio tapes.

Sweet Country
Showing Saturday 18 May 2019 2 PM (108 minutes)
It’s the 1920s and an Aboriginal farm hand goes on the run with his wife after committing a crime.  
The local constable (Bryan Brown) and a black tracker begin their search but the harsh outback and its 
surprise dangers decide for them who will dominate. But can justice ultimately be served? Directed by 
indigenous film maker Warwick Thornton, the film uses flash forwards and flash backs to break up the 
narrative linearity in a classic Western genre film that also carries the weight of colonial history on its 
shoulders.

My Cousin Rachel
Showing Saturday 15 June 2019 2 PM (101 minutes)
As based on the classic novel of desire and paranoia by Daphne du Maurier. When the young heir to 
a Cornish estate suspects foul play in the death of his newly married cousin in Florence, he is surprised 
when the mysterious and now destitute widow Rachel travels to England and then stays at his home. 
Passion seems to overtake reason as he finds himself repenting of his once vengeful thoughts. So is Rachel 
innocent of any crime or just using her charms to gain autonomy in a man’s world so clearly stacked 
against her?

Double Indemnity  
Saturday 15 February 2020 at 1 pm
First released back in 1944 this is the most influential film noir of all time. An insurance salesman is  
seduced into committing murder and fraud by a femme fatale. Directed by the great Billy Wilder with an 
atmosphere of dark menace and daring eroticism, this film began a wave of other copycat  
crime movies in post war America.  
Mild violence (103 minutes) 

Leave no Trace  
Saturday 21 March 2020 at 1 pm
Caroline and her war veteran father live off the grid and undetected in an enormous nature reserve.  
In this wilderness their most important rule is not to be seen. But with one mistake their idyllic world is 
derailed setting in motion a chain of irreversible events.
Very mild themes (104 minutes) 

Boy Erased  
Saturday 18 April 2020 at 1 pm
A true American story of the gay son of Baptist parents who reluctantly send their adored teenager to 
a conversion therapy program.  There he comes into conflict with its leader, a smooth talking charlatan 
(played by the director himself Joel Edgerton), and so begins a journey to find his own voice and true self. 
Also starring Nicole Kidman and Russell Crowe.
A scene of strong sexual violence (110 minutes) 

Beast  
Saturday 16 May 2020 at 1 pm
In the closed world of the Channel Islands a troubled woman from an affluent but oppressive family is 
drawn to a mysterious outsider. When he comes under police suspicion for a series of unresolved island 
murders she must confront her own dark past and uncover what she is truly capable of.  
A tense and atmospheric British thriller that is mesmerising and original.
Mature themes, violence, coarse language & sex scenes (106 minutes) 

Peterloo  
Saturday 20 June 2020 at 1 pm
The 1819 Saint Peters Field meeting of 60,000 people was a defining moment in British democracy when 
nervous magistrates ordered in the cavalry to break up a peaceful protest demanding political reform. 
In the ensuing chaos 700 were injured and 18 killed.  Director Mike Leigh’s dramatization of this historical 
event is both entertaining and historically accurate and one of the best British films of 2018.
Mature themes and violence (148 minutes) 
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American Animals  
Saturday 18 July 2020 at 1 pm
Four self-deluded students want to inject some purpose into their privileged lives as they plan the theft of 
rare books from a university library. As the audience interprets different perspectives of the heist they may 
also question the dubious morality of another misguided attempt to seize on the American Dream.  
A film based on real events.
Strong coarse language (111 minutes) 

The Hummingbird Project  
Saturday 15 August 2020 at 1 pm
Hustler Jesse Eisenberg and his coder Alexander Skarsgard are New York online traders who want to gain 
an edge over competitors by laying their own fibre optic data cable across America.  Their ambitious 
scheme proves to be more than just a logistical challenge as they begin tore-assess the morality of  
obsessive capitalism.
Coarse language (111 minutes)

David Stratton: a cinematic life 
Saturday 19 September 2020 at 1 pm
For most people movies are a mere entertainment.  For one man they are a way of life. Australian film 
critic David Stratton gives personal insights into his family life and career as he shows and comments on 
numerous short excerpts from his favourite Australian films.
Mature themes and coarse language (102 minutes)

Lean on Pete
Saturday 17 October 2020 at 1 pm
Charley lives in poverty with his easy-going, deadbeat Dad, but then he stumbles into the world of low 
stakes horseracing and his horizons open up for the first time.  When he hears that his favourite horse 
‘Lean on Pete’ is to be sold as horse meat he begins for them both an exhausting cross country odyssey to 
find his remaining family.  
Mature themes, violence and coarse language (117 minutes) 

Compliance
Saturday 21 November 2020 at 1 pm
This drama re-enacts a prank that took place repeatedly in various US fast food restaurants when an 
unseen ‘police officer’ on the telephone uses deception, flattery and intimidation to have a staff member 
detained and humiliated.  As a study in the allure of fascism this makes for an unforgettable  
film experience.
Mature themes, nudity and coarse language (86 minutes) 
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